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Sammanfattning 

SKF interndatasystem innehåller produktionsdata som har samlats i 
operatörsrapporter. En av kategorierna i dessa rapporter – Kassationer & Omarbete - är 
direkt relaterad till kvalitetsbrister. I nuläget är denna data inte använd för något 
specifikt ändamål. Stora mängder av data är därför insamlad och lagrad utan någon 
direkt nytta för företaget. En konsekvens av detta är att kassationskoderna för olika 
typer av defekter och var defekter hittas är felaktigt kategoriserade. Målet med detta 
projekt var att ta fram förslag för att minimera kvalitetsbrister i en av kanalerna i RK-
fabriken i SKF Göteborg. Kanalen som valdes kallas RR04. Målet var vidare att ge 
förslag för nya kassationskoder så att operatörer kan rapportera kvalitetsbrister på ett 
bättre sätt. Detta skulle göra interndata mer trovärdig och användbar för 
förbättringsarbete. Slutligen var resultaten från kanal RR04 validerade för replikering i 
en annan kanal i samma fabrik. Följande metoder användes under projektets gång: 
datainsamling från interndatasystemet, observationer av kanal RR04 och intervjuer 
med involverad personal. Dessutom gjordes en rotorsaksanalys och validering. 
Kassationskoderna som används i RR04 orsakar förvirring, slöseri med tid och att data 
inte blir trovärdig. Resultaten från projektet visar att operatörernas 
inrapporteringssystem är designat på ett sådant sätt att sannolikheten är stor att 
kassationskoderna inrapporteras felaktigt. Detta gäller även koderna för var kassationer 
hittas. Under valideringen har det visat sig att resultaten för RR04 kan replikeras i 
andra kanaler i samma fabrik. 
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Abstract 
SKF internal data systems contain production data that has been collected in operator 
reports. One of the categories in these reports - Scrap & Rework - is directly connected to 
non-quality issues. Currently, this data is not used for any specific purpose. Large 
amounts of data are therefore collected and stored with no actual benefit to the company. 
A consequence of this is that scrap groups for different defect types and the location where 
defects are found are incorrectly categorized. The purpose for this thesis project was to 
make suggestions for minimizing non-quality product in one of the channels at the RK 
factory at SKF Gothenburg. The channel chosen is called RR04. The purpose was further 
to suggest new defect type names so operators more correctly can report non-quality 
product. This would make internal data more reliable and useful. Finally, the results from 
channel RR04 were validated for replication on another production channel at the same 
factory.  To accomplish the project, the following methods were used: data collection from 
the internal data system, observations of individual operations at RR04, and interviews 
with related internal personnel involved with this channel. In addition, a root cause 
analysis and a validation were performed. The defect type codes used at RR04 cause 
confusion, waste of time, and unreliable data. The results from this project show that the 
operator reporting system is designed in such a way making probability large for defect 
codes to be reported incorrectly. This is also true for codes used for the locations where 
defects are found. The validation shows that results obtained at RR04 can be replicated 
into other channels in the same factory. 
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1. Introduction 

The background of the project is introduced together with a description of an existing 

problem situation at the SKF Gothenburg factory. After this, the purpose and the 

limitations for the project are presented. 

 

1.1 Background 

SKF is a global bearing manufacturing company that was founded 1907 in Gothenburg, 

Sweden. Today, it has 94 manufacturing sites in 24 countries. The headquarters is 

located in Gothenburg along with three factories and a research center. In one of these 

three factories, the RK Factory, different types of bearing rollers are produced.  

The competitive world of today is driving quality requirements to new levels in many 

industries, including the bearing industry. Quality and appearance of final product is 

therefore becoming more and more important in order to stay competitive. Very small 

defects, including flaws in appearance, must therefore be avoided in order for a product 

to be considered acceptable. Although this has no bearing on function, products with 

even minute blemishes cannot be sold to customer. This has made non-quality product 

one of the largest reasons for losses in recourses. 

Reduction of non-quality costs requires solutions minimizing non-quality issues such 

as scrap and rework. The problems behind non-quality issues need to be investigated 

in order to promote continual improvements within the company. This is one of the 

main aspects of SKF vision as a world leader in the bearing industry. This thesis project 

focuses on how the defects that contribute to the largest non-quality costs at the RK 

factory are caused. There are many channels in the RK factory and all exhibit their own 

set of production issues. If, however, the problems in one channel could be 

standardized for replication into other channels, many of the non-quality issues in the 

factory could be resolved. 

 

1.2 Problem Definition 

Production data is collected by operators for each shift and stored in the SKF internal 

data systems. One of the categories in these operator reports is Scrap & Rework which 

is directly connected to non-quality issues. However, this data is not currently used for 

any specific purpose. There are therefore large amounts of data collected and stored 
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with no actual benefit to the company. Additionally, there are no specific requirements 

on how this data will be categorized or defined. A consequence of this is that scrap 

groups for different defect types and locations where defects are found are incorrectly 

categorized. One reason for this is that operators have different views on how to choose 

defect type codes. The reporting system is also outdated, containing obsolete 

information such as machines that no longer are in use. In addition, there are several 

similar scrap group names creating confusion when the operator has to choose between 

them. It is difficult to realize actual reasons for product to be deemed as non-quality 

product when going through archived data. There is therefore a need for developing 

and implementing a new scrap group system. 

 

1.3 Purpose 

The purpose for this thesis project is to make suggestions on how to minimize non-

quality product in a chosen production channel at the RK Factory. It is further to 

present suggestions for redefined defect type codes so operators correctly report non-

quality product, making internal data more reliable. Finally, the results from this 

channel will be validated for replication on another production channel at the same 

factory. 

 

1.4 Limitations 

The project is limited to roller production at channel RR04. Validation for replication 

will be done using channel RR03. Both channels are part of the SKF RK Factory 

production system. The solutions suggested in this project will not require changes in 

process flow, nor will it require equipment investments. 
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2. Theoretical Framework 

A general introduction to improvement concepts widely used in industrial companies 

are presented and explained. In addition, several root cause analysis tools are briefly 

described. 

 

2.1 Improvement Concepts  

With progress of technology comes the demand for increased quality. Adapting to 

technology advancements requires improvements in processes, strategies, and 

products. This way of thinking is called continuous improvements (Bergman & Klefsjö, 

2012). 

 

PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Act) 

One improvement concept used as an indication of continuous improvements is the 

PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Act) concept. This concept is a systematic method for working 

with improvements (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012). The goal with the PDCA cycle is to gain 

knowledge of a process, use this knowledge to reduce deviations and complexity, and 

then improve the performance (Westcott & Duffy, 2015).  

 

 

Figure 1. PDCA cycle 

 

Plan

DoCheck

Act
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The first step of the PDCA cycle is to identify the cause of a problem. This can be done 

by using a method like Cause & Effects, the Five Why’s or some other root cause 

analysis method. The better a problem is defined, the better the improvement plan 

strategies become. The second step is to continue collecting and analyzing the data 

identified. The third step is to complete the analysis of the data, draw conclusions, and 

compare the results. The last step decides whether the correction of the problem can 

be implemented. If further improvements are required, the cycle starts over  (Jagtap & 

Teli, 2015). 

 

Kaizen 

Kaizen is a term referring to a process of continuous improvements. The ambition is 

not to make instant fundamental changes within the organization. It is a strategy 

focusing on continuously implementing small improvements that over long time 

periods make big differences. Kaizen can be used to improve quality in all areas of an 

organization (Westcott & Duffy, 2015). It can be seen as a guide to identify strategies 

for reducing inventory, delivery time, cost and waste. A manufacturing company can 

use Kaizen to study where best to place equipment or how parts should flow between 

machines or work stations. 

Kaizen is based on four principles:  

1. Positive constrains that have positive impact on a process and should be 

improved 

2. Negative constrains that have negative impact on a process and should be 

eliminated 

3. Focus, i.e. identifying the core strengths in order to gain market advantage  

4. Simplification, i.e. simplifying tasks and activities in order to achieve more  

These principles are used to help an organization improve processes in order to gain 

competitive advantages (Garcia-Alcaraz, Oropesa-Vento, & Maldonado-Macías, 2017). 
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DMAIC (Define-Measure-Analyze-Improve-Control) 

Six Sigma improvement strategies are used to reduce defects within a process or a 

system. One such strategy is the DMAIC (Define-Measure-Analyze-Improve-Control) 

which itself can be considered a process. An already identified problem is used as input. 

The problem goes through the DMAIC process and a solution is received as output. 

Either a problem or a process can be used as input (Shankar, 2009).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. DMAIC process (Shankar, 2009) 

 

The five DMAIC phases can be described as follows: 

The define phase begins the process by identifying a problem. Then the measure phase 

collects information to measure the problem by using quantitative data. This phase 

uses a failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) identifying the risks in the process. 

The analyze phase uses the information from the FMEA to assess risks of failure. The 

improve phase is where implementation is done. New strategies are built and 

corrections to the process are made. In the final control phase, methods are tested for 

improvement. By controlling the input, testing the output, and documenting 

improvements, the control phase validates whether the process actually has improved 

(Shankar, 2009). 

 

Problem DMAIC Solution 

Team Problem D M A I C Solution 
Process 

Improvements 
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2.2 Root Cause Analysis Tool 

Fishbone Diagram 

The Cause and Effect diagram known as the fishbone diagram is also referred to as an 

Ishikawa diagram after Professor Kaoru Ishikawa. Today it is widely used and 

acknowledged as a root cause analysis tool in quality assurance. It as a diagram in 

shape of a fishbone, identifying all potential causes for a problem or for an expected 

effect. Each cause is placed within a category and given a probability for a certain effect 

to take place. A fishbone diagram can also be used as a quality tool determining the 

main causes for the effect of a problem already experienced (Munro, Maio, Nawaz, 

Ramu, & Zrymiak, 2008). 

 

Five Why’s 

The five why’s analysis is a method that assumes that every effect has a cause. The 

question “why?” is iterated five times in order to analyze the main cause of effect until 

the root cause is realized (Serrat, 2009). 

 

Fault Tree Analysis 

The fault tree analysis (FTA) is a logical diagrams method determining the correlation 

between event and cause of an issue. It uses signs to display different events. The 

method specifies the top event as well as the direct causes for a certain effect. Working 

down the tree, the most basic effects are determined on a  detailed level (Bergman & 

Klefsjö, 2012).  

A fault tree analysis could be implemented as both qualitative and quantitative 

analyses. The qualitative analysis identifies the different variations of events and their 

correlation to the top event. The quantitative analysis estimates the probability for  the 

cause of the top event (Waghmode & Patil, 2013).  
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3. Methodology 

This chapter describes various methods that are used for the project. Information is 

collected from internal data systems, observations of the different operations in the 

process of RR04, as well as interviews within internal personnel involved in this 

channel. A root cause method will be applied to the non-quality issues of the RR04 

production process. Lastly, the findings at RR04 will be validated for replication to 

another channel at the RK factory.  

 

3.1 Internal Data Collection 

The purpose of the method is to obtain an overview of the production process and to 

structure all data relevant to project goals. It should give indications of how the 

different processes are set up at the RR04. There are many different types of 

documents available in the archives allowing the study of how non-quality issues have 

been treated in the past. Also, previous internal project reports are available, one 

specifically for channel RR04, which can be used as a guideline for this project. 

The operator reports in the internal system will be gathered and analyzed for a detailed 

overview. The reports are continuously updated by operators for each shift. Therefore, 

this data can be considered reliable. This data includes categorization of non-quality 

product such as scrap and rework. The operator reports can provide insight into how 

many scrap groups there are and how defect product is defined in order to categorize 

them in a certain group. This data also shows where in the process a defect product is 

discovered. By analyzing this data, actual causes for defects at RR04 will be apparent. 

 

3.2 Observations 

Observations are generally not seen as very important in quantitative data collection. 

Reasons for this include that they often do not rely on large sample sizes and that 

different observers may observe different things (Silverman, 2005). Although there are 

limitations and disadvantages, this method is believed to be able to contribute 

important insights for this project. It may also provide hidden information that cannot 

be found in internal archives. This is particularly important when observing the cause 

for scrap or rework rollers since project goals are focusing on non-quality product. 
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The main purpose for these observations is to get a more realistic picture of the RR04 

production process. Observations will be performed at channel RR04 at different times 

during different shifts. In this way, the results of observations will be more valuable by 

being statistically viable. By observing the various processes and material flows, it will 

make it possible to understand existing working routines, and to see whether 

procedures (if any) are followed. 

Observing how manual inspections are performed is crucial for the understanding of 

why certain defects occur more frequently than others. It will show whether 

inspections are done according to some statistical process control scheme. 

Observations will also be done in measuring rooms as well as at visual inspection desks 

where operators are inspecting each roller manually. Observing how operators input 

scrap product information in the data system will aid in understanding how they 

categorize defect rollers. 

 

3.3 Interviews 

There are three different types of interviews; open, half structured, and structured. In 

open interviews, the interviewer has no specific questions prepared in advance. A 

number of open-ended areas of interest are discussed during the interview. This 

information is important to further the investigation work. A half structured interview 

is a mixture of open questions and specific questions, whereas a structured interview 

has predetermined questions (Runesson, Holmqvist, Gustavsson, Wernberg, & Lövdal, 

2006). 

In this project, both open interviews and half structured interviews are utilized. By 

using interviews as a method at an early stage of the project, it should help to identify 

the most central issues and to get a wider perspective and understanding of RR04. 

These interviews are considered an important part of the empirical study and are seen 

as a flexible method giving depth and detailed knowledge of a situation (Kvale & 

Brinkmann, 2014). These types of interviews aim at providing a general picture of the 

problem and basic understanding of issues within a certain area, in this case RR04.  
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The interviewees have been identified through discussions with the project supervisors 

and selected from various departments. Figure 3 shows an overview of the interviews 

including topic. 

The interviews with internal personnel from different departments contribute the in-

depth understanding of processes and identifies potentially hidden problems at RR04. 

This type of approach usually provides information not available using any other 

method since it is based on peoples’ experience. Open interviews will be performed 

with personnel from the production, supply chain, and quality departments. Instead of 

recording the interviews, notes will be taken as documentation since it is an open 

interview type. 

A half structured interview will be performed after the observations at RR04. Two 

operators at channel RR04 will be interviewed in order to deepen the understanding 

about the data collected from operator reports and observations. These interviews will 

be of half structured type since the questions will be specific to the issues realized from 

previous methods, internal data collection and observations. 

Operators will be interviewed during ongoing production work in order to catch 

problems as they occur. This will also allow for immediate feedback as regards to 

finding root causes for problems. Care will be taken so production processes will not 

be disturbed during interviews. Because of the dynamic work environment, notes will 

1. Production department

- Production process

- Scrapped-approximation

2. Supply Chain department

- Order planning 

- Problem experience

3. Quality department

-Quality study materials

- Non-quailty issues

4. Operators at RR04

- Definition of scrap codes

- Causes of  defect products

RR
04

Figure 3. List of Interviews 
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be taken instead of using a recording device. In order to make interviews more efficient, 

one interviewer leads the interview while the other takes notes. 

 

3.4 Quality Analysis 

The fishbone diagram is chosen for a quality analysis tool for determining non-quality 

issues of the process at RR04. After identifying a problem (non-quality issue), called 

effect in the diagram, all probable causes for this effect will be specified. Thereafter, 

the causes with highest probability will be identified. For the purpose of this project, 

no specific probability estimates will be done.  

 

3.5 Validation 

In order to investigate if the improvements of RR04 also can be applied to another 

channel, a validation will be made. The validation will be performed by gathering 

relevant data from internal archives for channel RR03. Supplementary information 

will be collected from conversations with operators. Selected aspects or issues found at 

RR04 will be compared to RR03 and a reciprocal validation will be made. That way it 

will be evident whether non-quality issues and their suggested solutions in one channel 

can be replicated in the other. This will then be used to determine whether the work in 

this study can be utilized as a foundation for further work in other channels at the RK 

Factory. 
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4. Results & Analysis 

In this chapter, data collected from the internal system is presented and analyzed. 

Further, results from observations and interviews are described together with 

corresponding analysis. A fishbone diagram will show the many probable causes for 

non-quality issues in the process at RR04. Finally, a validation of the RR04 findings  is 

performed for replication with channel RR03.  

 

4.1 Internal Data Collection 

Figure 4 shows the process at RR04 which contains eight steps from raw material to 

finish product. In the first station RQ, a robot places pre-worked rollers on the 

conveyor belt. Each roller travels into one of two lathes where the roller is rough turned 

to specified dimensions. After the turning operation, an inspection step follows where 

the roller is checked for dimensional requirements according to the manufacturing 

plan. The roller is then finish ground and inspected. As a final processing step, the 

roller is honed for smoothness and sent to washing and rust protection treatment. 

Before packaging, a final visual inspection is done at an inspection table. The amount 

of scrap is depicted in Figure 4 according to approximate quantity occurring at each 

station. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lathe 1 

Lathe 2 

Grinder 

Honing 
machine 

Washing / 
Rust protection 

Visual Inspection 
Grouping/ 
Packaging 

Setup 
Robot 

          

            10 pcs 

            50 pcs 

          100 pcs 

Figure 4. The process of channel RR04 showing where scrap occurs 
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Data was collected from operator reports dated January through April, 2019. The 

most relevant category on the reports for this project is Scrap & Rework. A total 

number of 1,443 rollers had been scrapped and divided into thirteen different groups 

of defect types. 

According to this data collection, honing-related defects constitute 36% of total scrap 

which is the largest of the thirteen scrap type codes (see Figure 5). The second largest 

group at 24% is visual defects. These two types of defects make up more than half of 

the total scrap at RR04 and will be investigated further during the observations. Some 

of the scrap codes are not easily understood for someone who is not an operator, such 

as “setup rollers”. Also the name “visual defects” is not clear since many different types 

of defects could be defined as visual defects. Another reason the names of the scrap 

type codes are confusing is that they are similar to the names of the places in the 

process where the scrap is found (see Figure 6). One example of this is the scrap type 

code “honing defects” compared to the scrap location “honing machine”. This will be 

further clarified during the interviews with operators.  

 

 

Figure 5. The largest scrap type codes at RR04 

 

36%

24%

15%
11%

5%
3% 2% 1% 0,4% 0,2% 0,1% 0,1% 0,1% 0,1%

The largest scrap type codes at RR04
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Figure 6 shows each operation in the process where scrap is found at RR04. It also 

shows the quantity of scrap product that had been recorded at each of these operations 

during the period January through April, 2019. 

The operations as defined in operator reports are identified as follows: Honing 

machine, Grinder, Inspection, Setup robot, Lathes 1&2, and Conveyor belt. According 

to data, a remarkably high number of defects were found at the honing machine 

compared to other operations. In fact, there were more scrap product recorded at the 

honing machine than at all other operations put together. Does this mean that the 

honing machine cause more defects than other machines? Or does it simply mean that 

more defects are discovered at the honing machine than at other operations? The 

operation name “visual inspection” is also confusing because it does not say whether 

the operation caused the defect or discovered the defect. Many of the defects listed 

under “honing machine” should in actuality be listed under “visual inspection”. This is 

because they are discovered during a visual inspection after the honing operation but 

not caused at the honing machine. The reason for this will be revealed during a more 

complete analysis presented in the observations and interviews sections.  

According to the data, a relatively large number of scrap products are identified at the 

grinding operation. It is assumed at this stage that the grinder, as well as the setup 

robot, the lathes, and the conveyor belt are the places where the actual defect is 

produced. This will also be further analyzed in the observations and interviews 

sections.  

 

 

Figure 6. Where scrap is found at RR04 

65%

14% 11%
4,5% 3% 2,5%

Honing
machine

Visual
inspection

Grinder Setup robot Lathes 1, 2 Conveyor
belt

Where scrap is found at RR04
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The analysis of the data collection led to further investigations. The pie diagrams that 

follow in this section show where most scrap rollers are found for each operation. This 

data will contribute to give the observations more weight and help to get deeper insight 

into the problems. In this project, the largest five scrap type codes will be analyzed. 

These constitute over 90 % of all scrap found at RR04. 

The most honing defects as listed under scrap type 1 in Figure 5 were found at the 

honing machine and constituted 84% of total scrap (see Figure 7). This result indicates 

that there must be some inconsistency in the data collection system. The fact is that the 

honing machine does not produce honing defects unless a roller has been placed 

backwards on the conveyor belt.  

Some defects identified at the honing machine are in reality caused by some previous 

operation. They are, however, not caught during any of the inspection steps since these 

are done according to some predetermined statistical process control schedule. This 

means that these defects characterized at the end of the process as honing defects, 

should in reality have been characterized as other scrap codes. This is one of the 

reasons that “honing defects” is the largest scrap type code in the internal data records. 

Further, “honing defects” were not the only type of defects found at the honing machine 

which means that the scrap type code “honing defects” is not consistent. Therefore, 

there is a need to change the scrap codes for some scrap types. Further analysis follows 

in the observations and interviews sections. 

The second largest scrap type was visual defects. According to the diagram in Figure 8, 

most scrap is found during visual inspection by operators. The diagram also shows that 

visual defects are found at the honing machine almost at the same rate as during visual 

inspection. This raises a question: where is the border between honing defects and 

visual defects when found at the honing machine? In other words, why are operators 

defining these defects as honing defects whereas some operators are defining them as 

visual defects? The name “visual defects” covers all types of scrap, making it easy for 

an operator to choose this type of defect.  

By looking at currently available operator data of visual defects, it is impossible to 

identify the root cause for a problem. One solution to this problem could be to change 

the name of the scrap type “visual defects” and dividing this scrap type into several sub-

groups. 
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Figure 7. Where scrap type code 1 is found                Figure 8. Where scrap type code 2 is found 

 

Figure 9 shows that more than half of total setup rollers are found at the honing 

machine and slightly less at the grinder. A setup roller that is within tolerance can be 

used as a control roller for a batch of new parts. Honing and grinding are high precision 

processes, and it is therefore reasonable that more setup rollers do not conform to 

tolerance requirements at these operations than at other operations in the process. But 

why are so many setup roller required in order to control the process, making this scrap 

type the third largest as found in operator records? This question will be analyzed in 

the observations section.  

Scrap type number four refers to diameter irregularities for rollers (see Figure 10). 86 

% of diameter related scrap is found at the honing machine. The honing operation 

could affect the diameter of the roller making it out of tolerance. The reason, however, 

could be something very different and this will be further analyzed in the observations 

section. 

 

 

Honing 
machine 

84%

Setup 
robot
13%

Grinder
3%

Scrap type code 1. Honing defects

Inspection
54%

Honing 
machine 

44%

Lathe 1
2%

Scrap type code 2. Visual defects
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Figure 9. Where the scrap type code 3 is found                Figure 10. Where scrap type code 4 is found 

 

The diagram in Figure 11 shows scrap type code “dropped rollers” and they are mainly 

found by conveyor belt and honing machine. The primary reason at 45 % that a roller 

is defined as dropped is that it has fallen off the conveyor belt. This seems reasonable 

as intermittent sensor failure at times cause rollers to bump into each and thereby 

knocking one another off the belt. It seem however less reasonable that so many rollers 

(31 %) are dropped at the honing machine. The third largest place where dropped 

rollers are found is during visual inspection. This is human error since the rollers are 

dropped during handling because of their slippery surface coupled with carelessness. 
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4.2 Observations 

4.2.1. Observations of each Operation 

By observing the various processes and material flow, it will make it possible to 

understand working routines and whether procedures (if any) are followed. Also it will 

observed work environment that could be affect non-quality issues at RR04. 

 

 

Figure 12. Observation by the operations at RR04 

 

Lathes 1 & 2 

The roller is placed on the conveyor belt by a robot prior to the turning operation. There 

is a risk for a roller to bump into another roller waiting at a sharp corner of the belt. 

Therefore, a sensor detects and stops the belt, preventing the rollers from falling onto 

the floor. Evident from data records and marks on the floor, rollers have dropped from 

the belt in the lathe area.  

There could be many different reasons for this type of defect. It could be intermittent 

failure of the sensor due to for instance dirty or greasy sensor or that the sensor is 

getting old and therefore is malfunctioning. It could also be that the belt is not being 

cleaned from dirt or grease regularly. This could cause rollers to skid and bump into 

each other. Yet another reason for heavy rollers could be that the weight makes the belt 

move in an irregular fashion. 

These rollers are always scrapped. The preceding inspection step checks the roller’s 

waist diameter and length. Most defects found at this stage are actually not caused 

during turning, but prior to arriving to RR04. This means that it is a supplier error, 

either internal or external. Often times these types of defects can be reworked. 
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Grinder 

The grinder is the bottleneck of the process. This means that a larger buffer is found in 

front of this operation than anywhere else at RR04. Because of queue buildup, there is 

a risk for rollers to bump into each other and falling onto the floor. Therefore it is 

important that a sensor detects that the previous roller has mov ed out of the way.  A 

piston is activated pushing the next roller into the grinding area. Another dimensional 

inspection is performed.  

In this area, there is a scrap table onto which scrap product is temporarily placed (see 

Figure 13). During the observations it was noted that seven rollers had been placed on 

the table. They were mainly of two different defect types, diameter irregularities and 

visual defects.  

 

 

Figure 13. The scrap table 

 

There is a fair amount of confusion caused by this as the rollers may have been placed 

on the table during a previous shift. The current operator has no way of knowing the 

reason for scrapping a particular roller. Since there are no notes from previous 

operators, the current shift operator now need to re-measure the rollers in order to 

categorize them into scrap types. This, however, is not done. Instead, most rollers 

found on this table are categorized and recorded as setup rollers which is not 
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necessarily correct. The reason this extra inspection is not performed is that operators 

feel it is a waste of time and that it creates uncertainty whether a roller should be 

accepted or not. A recommendation based on this analysis is that the scrap table should 

be removed from this area. 

In order to minimize scrap at the grinder, the grinding wheel must be adjusted 

whenever the part number is changed. The grinder is more sensitive and therefore 

more difficult to control than the lathes. That is why a larger quantity of setup rollers 

are scrapped at this operation than at other operations. Some operators use odd rollers 

as setup rollers. Odd rollers are excess rollers that are made over the ordered quantity 

in order to ensure customer quantity requirement. 

 

Honing Machine 

A sensor detects whether the honing machine is available and releases the next roller 

to be honed. During the honing operation, the track surface and the end surface of the 

roller are polished. The track surface was polished using two honing rollers and the 

end surface using a honing tape. Dividing some scrap product into these defect types 

gives rise to a question. Why are they not recorded simply as “honing defects” rather 

than “track surface” and “end surface” since they are caused by the honing machine. 

Maybe the name “honing defects” should be removed or divided into more specifically  

defined defect types. In this way, the actual defect types could be recorded and the data 

used in a more meaningful manner. Another defect type recorded as honing defect is 

when a roller arrives at the honing machine end first, giving rise to incorrect final 

dimensions. This scrap type could for instance be called “reverse roller”. This will also 

aid in statistical process control decisions such as whether a device should be installed 

that turns the roller in the right direction. 

 

Visual Inspection 

The visual inspection area located after the honing machine is where the second largest 

amount of scrap is found (see Figure 14). In this area, a visual inspection is performed 

on every roller. Not yet inspected rollers are collected in a buffer area. If rollers due to 

intermittent sensor failure happen to bump into each other, one or both may fall onto 

the floor. Honing defects that are found in this inspection area are not necessarily 
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caused by the honing machine. They could have been caused in prior operations, such 

as the lathe or the grinder. It is this fact that contributes to make the honing defects 

type the largest scrap type recorded in the system. 

 

 

Figure 14. Visual inspection 

 

4.2.2 Observation of Operator Reports 

There was another fundamental realization from observing how operators input scrap 

data into the system. When operators record scrap product in the computer system, 

they tend to actively choose correct defect type. However, they do not always change 

the field in the computer for place where the scrap is found. The pre-selected place in 

the system is “honing machine” and this is according to the internal data collection 

section the largest place where scrap is found at RR04 (see Figure 6). This raises the 

question whether all operators consistently change to the correct scrap type in the 

system, since “honing defects” is the largest scrap type recorded. There is a risk that 

the data therefore is unreliable. 

This observation shows how a simple problem turns into misleading data in the 

internal data system. By forcing the operator to choose both defect type and place 

where defect is found would prevent this from happening. This would require only a 

small IT change in the computer system. 
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4.3 Interviews 

4.3.1 General Interviews 

Different types of interviews were performed as described in the methodology section. 

The production manager was interviewed in order to understand the production 

process and to gather information about channel RR04. The interviewee explained 

how non-quality issues relate to the production processes. He described their scrap and 

rework definitions and some existing problems at RR04. He mentioned that odd rollers 

are parts produced in excess of the purchase order in order to guarantee that the 

customer receives the quantity ordered. This project, however, is limited to non-quality 

issues, especially scrap product (see Limitations, Section 1.4). This interview proved 

helpful and became an important stepping stone for the project progress. 

Supply Chain department personnel was interviewed in order to obtain other aspects 

affecting non-quality issues at RR04. This interview lasted about 30 minutes and 

helped gathering information from another point of view. The interviewee was asked 

about general aspects of channel RR04. In this channel, smaller-sized rollers are 

produced, usually for inventory - not only to fill customer orders. This makes 

traceability challenging after products are put into inventory. Other concerns are that 

products stay in inventory for extended periods, possibly requiring rework or honing 

prior to being shipped to customer. When product is reworked - or in worst case 

scrapped - due to extended time in inventory, it leads to non-quality issues. The 

interviewee also mentioned that it is important for the machine capability document 

to be updated regularly so that production runs can be planned correctly. This could 

also aid in keeping the odd roller inventory to a minimum. 

An open interview was conducted with personnel from the quality department. This 

interview was especially helpful for gaining understanding for how the internal system 

works and how non-quality issues are defined and described in combination with their 

codes. The interviewee was asked how she interprets the operator reports and whether 

they are used in her work. It turns out that there is a different understanding of how 

defect type codes are defined and how the operators categorize them. This interview 

was helpful for keeping the project focused, emphasizing the need for a clearer 

understanding of defect type definitions. 
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4.3.2 Operator Interviews 

The interviews with operators proved to be of most value for the project. They were 

performed during ongoing production time making it possible to ask questions while 

problems occurred. It turned out that scrap type codes could be defined differently 

depending on where in the system the defect was discovered and by whom. In current 

operator reports, data that is registered shows type of defect as well as where the defect 

was found. 

 

 What is a honing defect and why is it mostly found at the honing machine? Is 

there a reason for why the defect type code is called “honing defect”? 

An operator was asked what a honing defect is and why scrap parts are mostly found 

at the honing machine. The answer was that the “honing defect” is a defect that is found 

during the honing operation. According to him, this defect type name is not well 

defined. Most “honing defects” occur during prior operations but are not discovered 

until the honing operation has been completed. This is the reason why the honing 

defect type is the largest. Even though a roller is damaged in an earlier process, it still 

goes through the honing operation. He mentioned that the honing machine would 

rarely produce honing defects unless the honing tape is missing. Another reason could 

be that a roller is placed backwards on the conveyor belt, causing the honing to be done 

at wrong places. This is caused by operator error after the manual inspection at some 

prior operation. A roller that is placed backwards should not go into the honing 

machine because it will be honed incorrectly and scrapped. This could be avoided if a 

sensor were placed prior to the honing machine detecting this condition. A defect 

should be discovered as early as possible in the process since the further into the 

process a defect roller travels, the higher the non-quality cost.  During the interviews, 

it was learnt that rework is not always cost effective. About 80 % of reworked product 

end up as scrap. Therefore, it may not be worth reworking a defect product, especially  

at RR04 where smaller rollers are produced. 

 

 How are visual defects described?  

The interviewee answered that visual defects could occur during an external process, 

i.e. before the material arrives at RR04. This defect type name is ambiguous as it could 

describe different kinds of visual defects. Operators may interpret defect type 
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differently than other internal personnel. His opinion was that “visual defects” is not a 

good defect type name. In addition, a honing defect could be categorized as a “visual 

defect” which it quite often is. 

 

 What is a “setup roller”? Why are they found mostly at the honing machine and 

at the grinder?  

The interviewee explained that a setup roller is used to confirm required tolerances 

before a new product batch is introduced onto the conveyor belt. Any subsequent roller 

producing the same dimensions as the control roller is guaranteed to satisfy the 

tolerance requirements. The operator was asked why so many scrapped setup rollers 

are found at the grinder. The answer was that it is very difficult to control the tolerances 

at the grinder. This leads to that several setup rollers at times have to be scrapped 

before an approved roller is found that conforms to tolerances. This is especially the 

case if an operator does not have long experience in controlling the process. He was 

also asked about the “scrap table” because there are several rollers placed on it without 

any explanations as to why. He mentioned that these rollers are left on the table by 

operators at an earlier shift, making it difficult to determine which type of defect they 

have. They are therefore all scrapped and categorized as “setup rollers” or “diameter 

irregularities”. This means that this table tend to cause confusion among operators 

when categorizing scrap. It also is a cause for waste of time. 

 

 How are “dropped rollers” defined? What is the difference between “dropped 

roller” and “hit marks” rollers? 

The interviewee explained about “dropped rollers”, i.e. rollers that by definition have 

fallen onto the floor. There are many reasons for a roller to be considered as “dropped 

roller”. It could have fallen off the belt after bumping into another roller. It  could also 

have been dropped by an operator onto the floor or onto an inspection table. These 

reasons all would categorize a roller as a dropped roller. He was asked about 

differences between a dropped roller and a roller with hit marks. Usually, hit marks 

occur at the supplier or during transportation to RR04. They are categorized as hard 

or soft hit marks. It seems that the operators differentiate between these two defect 

type codes without difficulty. He mentioned that it is important that operators input a 

correct location where a dropped roller is found in order to understand root causes for 
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non-quality issues. In addition, he mentioned that non-operator personnel may 

understand the the defect type names “hit marks” and “dropped rollers” in different 

ways. 

 

4.4 Quality Analysis 

A fishbone diagram can be used to identify the most probable causes for a predefined 

effect. In this case, the effect has been determined to be non-quality issues. The most 

probable causes as discovered during the project at RR04 are listed in the fishbone 

structure (see Figure 15). The analysis of the various reasons for defects to occur in 

the process indicates that the pre-selection bar in the data collection system was a 

highly probable cause. Another one is that different personnel interpret and use scrap 

codes in different ways.  The presence of the table cause operators to place suspect 

rollers onto it. Subsequent shift operators prefer to scrap out these products instead 

of verifying whether they are conforming to requirements or not. A much smaller 

probability for non-quality product is that rollers are dropped during inspection. 
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4.5 Validation 

In order to validate the findings at RR04 for replication into other channels at the RK 

Factory, another roller production channel was chosen, RR03. This new channel is 

more complex and contains more operations as shown in Figure 16. The incoming 

material at this channel is a raw material round bar that is fed into the first lathe where 

it is cut to length. A second lathe turns the rollers into geometrical cylinders according 

to tolerance requirements. Two subsequent hydraulic presses give the rollers the 

required shape. The rollers are then heat treated after which a rough grinding 

operation follows. The last two process steps are rough and fine honing. On several 

locations within the process, there are washing and inspection stations. RR03 is 

therefore significantly different from RR04 making it interesting for validation testing.  

  

 

 

 

Figure 16. The process of RR03 

 

There is no scrap type code “visual defect” at RR03. Instead, non-quality product is 

defined into sub groups such as handling marks, scratches, and dark spots. At RR04, 

on the other hand, “visual defects” is the second largest scrap type code. By having 

more specific defect types for visual defects, the data recorded into the internal data 

system will be more useful. It could contribute to a better quality system and in the 

extension, to cost savings. 

Some scrap type codes have the same name at RR03 and RR04, but are defined in 

different ways. For instance, “honing defects” in RR03 are defects caused by the honing 

machine and found at the honing machine. At RR04 many of the scrap type “honing 
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defects” are in actuality caused by some prior operation as opposed to by the honing 

machine. In the case of “misplaced rollers”, they are categorized as misplaced rollers 

at RR03 but as honing defects at RR04. 

Odd rollers are treated differently in different channels. At RR04, odd rollers are often 

used as setup rollers making them valuable in the production process. The remaining 

odd rollers are placed in inventory. At RR03 however, odd rollers are always scrapped 

out. Therefore, there is a scrap type code “odd rollers” at RR03 but not at RR04. The 

rollers produced in RR03 are primarily made for stock whereas at RR04 they are 

mainly produced for customer orders. This could be the reason that operators at the 

two channels define scrap product differently.  

The computer data system where the operator inputs non-quality issues has selection 

bars for scrap type code and for location where scrap was found. These selection bars 

are already preset in the system. According to the observations (see Section 4.2.2) at 

RR04, the pre-selected scrap type code in the system is “honing defects” and the pre-

selected location where scrap is found is “honing machine”. At RR03  the pre-selected 

scrap type code in the system is “honing defects” whereas the pre-selected location 

where scrap is found is “grinder”.  

At RR04 both pre-selections in the system represent the largest groups of defect type 

and location. In RR03 the largest defect type code is “length” which is not the pre-

selected choice in the system. The location where most scrap is found, however, is the 

same as the pre-selection, namely “grinder”. The selection bars include many machines 

that are no longer in production. This resulting complexity could reduce operators’ 

motivation to find the correct machine in the selection bar. 

The defect type codes at RR04 cause confusion for the operators with the consequence 

of unreliable data in the system. During the validation investigation, it was realized 

that the defect type codes at RR03 are much more specific and relate better to the cause 

of non-quality. Therefore, the defect type code system used at RR03 could be replicated 

into RR04. 

The main issue in the computer system where operators input non-quality data is that 

the pre-selected status bars do not have to be changed. Forcing the operator to select 

defect type and defect location every time data is recorded, increases the probability  

that the correct data is entered into the internal data system. 
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5. Conclusion 

A channel was chosen by SKF Quality Management for analyzing purposes of this 

project. The channel was RR04 that contains a number of operations, including 

turning, grinding, and honing. In addition, a number of inspection steps and a final 

rust protection step are part of the process. 

 

Purpose #1: to make suggestions for minimizing non-quality product in a 

chosen production channel at the RK Factory.  

More scrap product (86 %) was found at the honing machine than at all other 

operations put together. It is unlikely for this number of defects to be found at the 

honing machine. During observations of the operators’ input of non-quality issues into 

the internal data system, it was realized that operators tend to select defect type but 

not the location where the defect is found.  The reason for this is that the defect type 

can be easily overviewed and changed, whereas the location where defect is found is 

somewhat more tedious to determine. The location selection is therefore often times 

not changed from the pre-selected code. The pre-selected code for location where scrap 

is found is “honing machine”.  Since “honing defects” is the largest scrap type code 

recorded, it is uncertain whether operators in reality always select correct defect type 

code or let the pre-selected code remain.  

The suggested solution for this problem is to change the selection system so that a 

change of codes is required. The best scenario would be that there is no pre-selected 

code already set in the data input system and that an input is required for each category 

to be able to submit. This would require an IT change in the internal data system. 

A scrap table is located by the grinder. Operators tend to use this table in different ways 

depending situation. Most - if not all - rollers placed on the table have no note or 

instructions attached. This causes confusion and many rollers are incorrectly 

categorized with the defect type code, such as “setup roller” by a subsequent shift 

operator. This contributes to incorrect data entry into the internal data system. 

A possible solution for this is to remove the scrap table from the area, thereby forcing 

the operators to categorize and record defect product into the internal data system at 

time of finding. 
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Purpose #2: to present suggestions for redefined defect type codes so 

operators may correctly report non-quality product making the internal 

data reliable. 

Honing-related defects constitute 36% of total scrap which is the largest of the thirteen 

scrap type codes. The second largest type at 24% is visual detects.  

Some of the scrap codes such as “honing defects” and “visual defects” are not well 

defined. By looking at currently available operator data of visual defects, it is 

impossible to identify the root cause for a problem. In addition, the names of the scrap 

type codes are similar to the names of the places in the process where the scrap is 

found, for example “honing defects” vs. “honing machine” and “visual defects” vs. 

“visual inspection”. 

One suggestion for solving this problem could be to change the name of the scrap type 

codes “visual defects” and “honing defects”, dividing them into several sub-groups. 

The suggestions of changing the names for “honing defects”. 

 Reverse roller 

 Unpolished ends (due to absence of tape) 

 Uneven polish 

The suggestions of changing the names for “visual defects”. 

 Scratch marks 

 Dark spots 

 

Purpose #3: to validate the results of channel RR04 for replication on 

another channel at the RK Factory. 

In order to see whether the findings during the project could be implemented at other 

channels in the factory, a validation study was performed. For this purpose, channel 

RR03 was briefly analyzed and compared to RR04. 

During the validation investigation, it was realized that the defect type codes at RR03 

are much more specific and relate better to the cause of non-quality. Therefore, the 

defect type code system used at RR03 could be replicated into RR04. 
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The main issue in the computer system where operators input non-quality data is that 

the pre-selected status bars do not have to be changed. Forcing the operator to select 

defect type and defect location every time data is recorded, increases the probability  

that the correct data is entered into the internal data system. So the solution presented 

above for RR04 can be replicated into RR03. 
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6. Future Recommendation 

For future projects at RR04 or other similar channels at the RK Factory, the following 

recommendations could be of interest: Make suggestions for methods to find 

specifically where defects occur in the process on a certain production line. This will 

save not only product added-value but will also save production time, machine time, 

and maintenance time. This type of project has great potential since, at this time, there 

is not sufficient data available in the internal system to see actual non-quality cost. 

Large amount of resources are today spent unnecessarily and this could be avoided if 

product defects are identified as they happen. 
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